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Palpable change alerts 

Our consciousness works non-stop to 

guide us towards pleasant experiences 

and to protect us from unpleasant ones. 

However, this wish-fulfilling vehicle often 

gets tired, unhappy and 

counterproductive - mostly, when stuck 

in a destructive loop of chasing its own 

tail. We get misguided by hidden 

motivations that are long obsolete or not 

even ours.  We get carried away by habits 

rooted in an egocentric worldview. 

Fortunately, this experience also doesn’t feel right, it is agitating, discomforting and 

dissatisfying. So this is where we start. 

Situational litmus  

Destructive emotions and states of mind are hard to miss. Especially, intense or 

persistent ones. They naturally and inevitably arise if there are internal causes that get 

triggered by an external situation or our own mind wandering. 

 

It is not just a memory of pain that organically dictates “fight or flight”. It is the whole web 

of past experiences, future projections and reaction habits that fire off and increase the 

perceived gravity of the situation. They distort how we see other people, ourselves and 

the “external” situation. Unless we un-skew our perception and address the triggers, so 

neither biases nor undesired reactions arise. This prevents relapses for scenarios 

processed in the long run. 
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Internal causes of destructive emotions 

 

Destructive emotions reflect our actual, 
functional views that we use in 
meaningful real-life interactions, not 
what we think  we are.  
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Emotional background 

Our “routine” emotions trigger and mutually amplify each other, instilling a persistent 

emotional background we carry on a day-to-day basis without even noticing. It usually 

starts small, but accumulates over time as more irritators come in. Unless, obviously, 

emotional hygiene is in place and emotions that comprise the background are located 

and addressed regularly. 

If unattended to, destructive states of mind repeat, escalate, and eventually, make 

themselves very noticable. However, there are less painful routes to getting to know 

ourselves, e.g. looking inside early. 

Neglected emotions mutually amplify each other 
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What’s wrong with implicit motivation? 

We are normally too busy to notice and deal with less critical emotional undercurrents. 
We keep on working, solving, doing what has to be done despite perceptible minor 
agitations or moderately discomforting states of mind. The signs that may reflect 
implicit  or hidden motivations. However, even unintentional ulterior motives taint our 
daily interactions, covertly polarize biases, electrify attitudes to deviations from desired 
scenarios, gradually causing troubles in real-life. It is like demonstrating compassion to 
make people like us, but without noticing it -- neglecting the fact we are doing “good” 
things for the wrong reasons. 
 

Logistics of implicit motivation impact 
A natural wish to acquire some desired object (or do “something good”) may be weighed 
down by coinciding implicit motivations and reactions: clinging to “winning”, fears of not 
getting the object, anger towards people creating obstacles, jealousy/envy towards 
those having it, hating ourselves for our inability to get it. If we neglect our emotional 
undercurrents and satisfy our desire, “success” validates the destructive approach and 
solidifies these reactions. Next time our mental grip will be even stronger, and much less 
forgiving to deviations. Furthermore, inflating desire will require more to be satisfied. 
Eventually, inevitable sensory deprivation will spark an escalation of emotions . 
 

Long-term logistics of implicit motivation impact  
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Awareness: noticing and discerning the signs 
The good news is that even minor emotions are usually noticeable, should we care to 

look. We feel deviations from our normal balanced state, witness restless or 

non-ecological thoughts (as in “wishing ill or harm”) persistently mulling something over 

and over, physical sensations like tension or discomfort.  

 

Casual reach of mindfulness/look inside: 
usual stream of observations 

 

 

Mindfulness practice alone is not a silver bullet 
Obviously, making destructive emotion go away just by becoming aware of it works only 

for fleeting residual  reactions that have no real internal causes supporting them. If a 

distressing emotion does not go away or even increases during introspection a wider 

spectrum of instruments, not singled out practice may be required to handle it. 

 

Reach of self-awareness 
The reach of mindfulness is limited by our currently active emotions. Hence, it is a 

continuous process of tackling greater agitations to be able discern lesser ones. 
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Educated choice 
The habit of self-checks and addressing agitations comes naturally as we learn about the 

consequences of neglecting destructive emotions, and find a personal roadmap to tackle 

them successfully. 

 

 

 

Even seemingly “good” deeds may lead 

to undesired outcomes if the implicit

motivation behind them is unchecked 

and the ensuing tensions are ignored.

State-of-mind checks and emotional

education can help prevent this.
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From quick-fixing to non-production 

Someone who is drowning cannot make 

much use of last-minute swimming tips. 

Similarly, emotion management  is quite 

problematic when we are in the middle of 

stressful situation, overwhelmed and 

governed by anger or fear. Post factum, if 

we manage to escape from the triggers, 

we usually let the trail of emotions vanish 

on its own. If it doesn't, we may apply 

temporary quick-fixes: divert our attention 

or suppress emotional symptoms. 

 

Quick-fixes and temporary relief options can aid a wider emotional education approach. 

However, we need to understand how well they fit our long-term efforts. Not to mention 

the diminishing effect of the repetitive patching.  

Some of the popular quick-fixes for the emotional symptoms: 

● divert attention from a stressful situation, e.g. change of activity, switch to a 

stronger stimulus 

● physical exercise, yoga class, a walk 

● release emotions, e.g. “punch a pillow”, shout, etc. 

● chemical: drugs, alcohol, substances, smoking, etc. 

● “extreme” outdoor activities, traveling 

● simply “talking to someone about it” 

● relaxing meditation (that is not an integral part of a wider solution involving dealing 

with the causes) 

● exotic practices of religious/spiritual traditions one does not belong to and doesn’t 

truly understand how they work 
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If only patched, destructive emotions reoccur as soon as our mind comes in contact with 

the trigger again, as the causes of earlier activation remain intact. The long-term 

approach helps us work with the causes of destructive emotions: outdated views, 

non-ecological habits, traumas, etc. So that destructive emotions are no longer 

produced  for previously triggering scenarios. 

 

Measurement of progress 

Successful emotion management or “transformation” is reflected by not producing 

destructive emotions in the situations that triggered them before. Then a toxic person 

who made us mad before or a traumatic event has no more power over our state of mind. 

We can face the provoking scenario or remember the event and remain balanced, calm. 

Which means we have fixed the issue successfully, or at least considerably mitigated its 

influence.  

 

Response to meaningful real-life situations 
A tangible outcome we experience is a non-production (or a considerably scaled down 

intensity) of destructive emotions in response to events that matter. Ecological views 

(implying no harm in a long-term, wider, holistic sense) are embodied and new habits are 

adopted. Instead of previous agitation we feel gratitude, compassion, maintain balance 

and peace of mind, focus, clarity of reasoning and perception. We obtain functional 

Emotional Intelligence, non-faked resilience, untainted empathy. At least for the 

contexts that we have processed so far. 
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Runway for take-off 

The most difficult part is gaining sufficient 

momentum to retain the peace of mind before 

trying to change the external situation. Our mind 

knows that irritators and external troubles are 

still there. However, it is able to restrain the urge 

to fix external things before fixing its reactions to 

them.  

We can use stressful conditions as a daily stimulus to remind us about internal issues 

waiting to be addressed. Destructive reactions and restless thoughts conveniently 

highlight the details. If we can notice them, we can deal with them. We can deconstruct 

them, understand them and work on the causes. Until our response to the situation 

changes to a more harmonic and ecological. It takes a considerable amount of time, 

effort, and sometimes external guidance. The key is to learn that it is doable. We need to 

obtain a personal roadmap of achieving balance before addressing the external situation.  

 

The most important issue first 
Whatever situation causes the most trouble at this very moment has to be dealt with 

first. Otherwise, the destructive emotions it brings to life overwhelm and taint our efforts 

to tackle lesser issues. Do you try to extinguish a match in the middle of an erupting 

volcano? 

 

Stressful events are opportunities to

reach stories, values and habits that 

govern our daily responses that would

otherwise be unreachable and continue

interfering with the rest of our lives. 
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Safety  

One cannot expect outcomes of a non-egoistic mind to serve egoistic motivation. E.g. 

balance, empathy or “Emotional Intelligence competencies” to facilitate manipulations 

for climbing the career ladder. Ethics aside, implicit motivation investment eventually 

backfires. 

 

Provisional destinations 
Clinging to a “wholesome” state, principle or practice may also creep in and hinder the 

process. E.g. attachment to our internal harmony or balance can make us irritated about 

people disturbing us, or our own “imperfections”. Extreme dependency on high morals 

and ethics can provoke hate or contempt towards people who do not adhere to our 

standards. It is worth remembering that even the most elevated destinations are 

provisional -- virtual and only temporarily used by our mind to serve an ever-evolving 

purpose. Otherwise, they become causes of destructive activity. Unless ongoingly 

cross-matched with ecology indicators, — our emotions, feelings, vectors of our 

thoughts. 

 

NB 

Medical conditions and clinical cases  must be diagnosed and treated by a qualified 

medical specialist.   
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A holistic way to manage our stories 

A  holistic ecological worldview is a prerequisite to 
managing our stories successfully. Being open to 
revising the full system of our views, whether it’s 
secular/scientific, spiritual, or “none”. Starting with the 
notion of “I”. We cannot successfully fix our attitude to 
a co-worker or partner, if we maintain obsolete 
reactions to people in general, some group, or 
ourselves. 

We will not “make it” if we blindly “fake it” 
We can demonstrate kindness, compassion, resilience or happiness but it is, indeed, 

“faking it”, if we keep an ethical dam on our genuine emotional undercurrents in the 

process. A bit more pressure and the dam is breached. A holistic approach is only to 

“fake it” if we also educate our worldview and emotions to “make it”. 

From theory to practice 

We normally pass three stages of learning/mind training to adopt theoretic knowledge 

and make it functional for events that matter: 

1. Conceptual knowledge : we learn a new theory, understand, provisionally agree to 
a new behavior and supporting worldview. However, obsolete mental habits still 
prevail in stressful situations. 

2. Conviction : we test new concepts and verify outcomes. We obtain personal 
experiences of not producing unwanted reactions in previously triggering 
contexts. Residual unwanted reactions may still be produced in some situations. 

3. Becoming : we have successfully adopted new habits. Unwanted reactions no 
longer arise, we embody a new worldview, interact with previously triggering 
stressful situations gracefully. Maintain balance, peace of mind and 
resourcefulness. 

 

State-of-mind ownership experiment 
Let’s see what happens if we take back responsibility for our own state of mind. Consider 
the long-term impact of the issues our emotions highlight and our ability to change. How 
would our daily stories change?   
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Beware: social networks, devices and “technostress” 

 
Media are busy 1 sharing studies about the heavy 

mental health toll the overuse  of social 

networking and smartphones takes on us. A 

correlation has been drawn 2 between quitting a 

social network and feeling happier. Addiction to 

smartphones is compared 3 to that of opiates, 

with overuse “linked to depression, anxiety, and 

loneliness”. 

 

Obviously, the greater part of social networks 

content we interact with is far from ecological. We come in contact with a number of 

emotionally agitated, “toxic” people. However, it is in our hands to neutralize or at least 

mitigate the impact of such encounters on our state of mind. 

 

Unintentional reactions 
If we maintain balance, equanimity and do not produce emotionally charged thoughts — 

our interactions with toxic content, people, both pleasant and unpleasant irritators 

remain harmless. The problem is we barely notice our reactions in the cascade of digital 

experiences. What’s more, we frequently dive in with existing emotional baggage… 

Usually, aiming to distract ourselves from it with new diversions. 

 

Awareness experiment 
To get a better idea about what is happening to us during social networking, scrolling 

through news feeds, virtual communication — we can conduct a brief mindfulness 

experiment. Before opening a social network: stop our activities, concentrate on 

breathing, etc. to balance our state of mind a bit. Reach an achievable clarity of 

perception and self-awareness so we can notice emotions and thoughts arising during 

social interactions. All kinds of micro-agitations that remain unnoticed in our “normal” 

state, cluttered by daily hassles and emotional backgrounds. Even a 1-second look inside 

can be a step outside of our current emotional involvements and thought loops. 

 

How did this awareness reminder impact the subsequent online session?   
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Virtuality as a unique mind training opportunity 
External limitations, like quitting a social network or cutting device time — may offer 

temporary relief from ourselves. However, this is an escape from states of our own 

making. Instead we could fix them in a convenient virtual setting with lower risks and 

intensity than during in-person, real-time interactions. 

 

Social networks are excellent simulators for self-development, locating and tackling our 

unwanted responses. The same goes for emails, chats, even games. An acceptable delay 

before submitting a comment or sending a message also offers an opportunity to 

improve its quality. 

 

Prevention is the best medicine 
Deliberate manipulations or unintentional toxic contacts may impact us if we offer our 

own mental issues for them to trigger. Hot buttons to push, e.g.: 

● polarized or extreme views 

● destructive emotional habits, e.g. inclined to anger, fear, depression or anxiety 

● attachments, exaggerated desires, traumas, obsolete worldview, etc. 

 

Allowing the buttons to remain, despite numerous alarms regularly set off by our 

destructive emotions is, basically, giving the keys to our behavior to others.  

 

Digital communications and media can be 

used as  a safe training ground for

observing and improving our reactions. 
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Conflict resolution and “toxic” 

people 

Conflict resolution starts from within. With a 

simple state-of-mind check. Are we in shape to 

find a solution? Or mentally force the opponent to 

capitulate? Preemptively wish them misfortunes 

for opposing us in the first place? Or fear 

undesired outcomes? 

 

If we feel the agitation is there, our mind is restlessly mulling over scenarios, then it might 

be worth taking a time-out.  

 

Dysfunctional negotiating skills 
Destructive emotions undermine our ability to 

reason, listen and hear other people, empathize, 

communicate or persuade. It is hard to remain 

creative and see the full picture when we are 

ablaze with a single desire to crush the other 

party. Or afraid of them crushing us. 

 

Let’s also consider the contagious nature of our 

emotions. If we put ourselves in the shoes of our 

“opponent”: would we be willing to cooperate, 

share and look for a win-win with a person who’s 

obviously angry with us, implicitly wishing to 

control or harm our interests?  

 

Power of presence 
The good news about emotional contagion is if we are genuinely balanced and 

compassionate, it is much easier for the “opponent” to tune in, cool off and become 

reasonable too. It takes becoming balanced full-time though. One cannot indulge in 

destructive emotions 24/7 and then suddenly suppress them at will to win an argument. 
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Faking caring 
Faking “caring” for the interests of others, a “compassionate”, “friendly” attitude 

normally makes things worse. The effort to suppress adverse emotions and demonstrate 

“kindness” increases tension. If it is recognized, it will further undermine our credibility. If 

provoked, it may lead to an outburst. 

 

Mutual emotional predispositions 
If we confront someone prone to fear or anger like we are, an emotional resonance is 

usually what follows. Agitation escalates for both parties. Hence, extra precautions, 

monitoring, and a mitigation strategy might be required when dealing with a mirroring 

person. Especially, if there is a history of prior arguments. 

 

Digital communications 
Are no different. Same rules apply when we confront someone digitally. Obviously, the 

sensory inputs are limited to text and digital means. But the last mile of its interpretation 

and our further response is up to us. Or our emotional “black box”. 

 

“Winning” the argument 
The person with less emotional agitation usually has higher chances of “winning” the 

argument.   

 

“He will win who, prepared himself… ”, Sun Tzu. 

 

Preparation is the key. If we find ourselves ablaze in the middle of a heated argument… 

Our chances of using any clever advice or tip for “successful conflict resolution” are 

minimal. Considerable mind training is required for each specific context that triggers our 

destructive responses. So conflict resolution skills are functional, effective in challenging 

circumstances. 
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Example: client complaint at work 
An example of a non-real time, not in-person case we can use as a training exercise. We 

receive an email with a client complaint about our work. If all we feel is a wave of outrage 

about their ridiculous claims magnified by our fear of losing the client, job, etc… Making 

us draw the imaginary sword and put on shiny armor either to defend our dignity or 

attack the people responsible… Well, it might be worthwhile to count to 10 before 

responding or better still, if possible, take the time to tackle the emotion first. If we are 

successful, the email might present itself in a totally different light. The quality of our 

response goes without saying… 

 

A minute of mindfulness 

What would we see in this situation if we 

took a look inside? 

Why did we get offended, feel unfairly 

treated? Did the client actually attack us? 

Or was it our reaction to anyone claiming 

our work was imperfect? Even if the client 

did cross the line… Is it a sufficient cause 

for our emotional response? Is there an 

unhealthy habit to consider and work with? 

How do we usually respond to criticism? Or 

maybe there is a conflict debt with the client to clear? 

 

Sometimes, for insubstantial issues, just locating the source of a destructive emotion 

brings it to dissolution. However, if the unwanted state of mind persists, it might require 

additional effort. Not that we normally have time for mindful exploration and reframing in 

the middle of a busy working day… But even post-factum processing of heated 

arguments is a way to make the next ones more reasonable.   
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External influence, emotional contagion 

 
It is not always “just us”. Our perception, 

state of mind, thoughts, decisions, and 

resulting actions may be influenced by the 

emotions of others (partners, co-workers, 

even indirect participants). E.g. a 

contagious fear can permeate our state of 

mind, provoke biases, especially if we are 

susceptible to its influence and share 

similar emotional proclivities, like being 

prone to anxiety. Even people with good intentions, who we consider our “support 

network”, may contribute by agreeing with our destructive tendencies or sharing their 

own unresolved problems.  

 

Sometimes it is easier to notice the impact after the contact rather than during the 

meeting, phone call, or digital interaction. We may experience state-of-mind changes, 

emotional “aftertaste”, non-ecological thoughts, even physical discomfort. The influence 

may last for quite a while unless we attend to our problems that resonated. We make 

sure there is no fertile soil for others’ issues to land and feed on: monitor our emotional 

hygiene, look out for mutual predispositions and address them. When we are ready, we 

can help others improve their mental well-being too. 

 

Helping ourselves before helping others 
Sometimes, despite our best intentions, we become the source of emotional contagion 

ourselves. If our own issues are unresolved we inadvertently impact others. Hence, it is 

worth checking our state of mind before and in the process of trying to help someone - 

especially if we are adamant there is something wrong with them. If we feel strongly 

about the state of mind of another person, we cannot force them to calm down first. Our 

agitation will not help them subdue theirs. Maybe just suppress it, hide it for a while. But 

our authentic balanced and soothing presence may help them tune in. Obviously, if it is 

not merely demonstrated for a brief moment while suppressing our own agitation.    
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Harmonic relationships 

 

If we struggle to build meaningful 

relationships, the reason may be our own 

exaggerated dependence on them . The 

unquestionable  and  emotionally enforced 

priority that justifies any means, and 

non-ecological actions. Ultimately, this 

makes the relationships unsafe and 

uncomfortable for both our counterparts and 

ourselves. We cling to people, feel entitled to benefits derived from relationships, and 

expect only desired interactions. We mentally hold others accountable for any 

non-compliance, sometimes purely imaginary. We even preemptively “punish” them for 

something they may never do, should our suspicions get the better of us.  

 

Hence, our inability to build relationships, adverse or “unfair” responses of others, 

repetitive conflicts, frustrations and break-ups — are often problems of our own making. 

Something we can  fix if we subdue our uncontrolled reactions and make interactions 

harmonic and ecological. 

 

Relationships of any kind 
It does not matter whether relationships are romantic, business or social ones. We can 

have a relationship with a person, a group of people or the world. Our mind considers all 

connected benefits, problems, pleasures, sensations, comforts, financial gains and 

losses, memories of past interactions, future plans, expectations, dreams, etc.  

 

People avoid toxic relationships 
Our counterparts save themselves by escaping from relationships charged with 

destructive emotions. They feel the pressure, shrinking freedoms, escalating tensions 

should they cross the boundaries we have imposed. Their “unexpected” adverse actions 

are a natural and valuable feedback we can use to improve. A mirror we can use to locate 

emotions not yet reachable for our awareness. 
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Loneliness does not exist 
“Loneliness” is a name for an aggregate of emotional symptoms like fear, self-pity, 

sadness, jealousy, the feeling of being unfairly treated by the world or other person, 

mental attacks on unwanted present and future, longing for the past, etc. Our subjective 

dependency on “someone” dictates the stream of mental activity we label as loneliness. 

If we deconstruct it,  locate and cease the emotions comprising it -- loneliness 

“vanishes”.  

 

 
 

The key to building meaningful 

relationships is to preserve genuine 

emotional ecology when interacting and 

even merely thinking about others.
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Any fuel for burnout? Nope, eco only. 

 

Why don’t we get burned out on vacations? 

Why is there a difference in energy 

expenditure between leisure and labor 

activities? A growing number of external 

challenges (e.g. always connected, overtasked, 

unclear future, etc.) — does drain some people, 

but not others. 

 

The answer may be offered by often unnoticed 

destructive emotions linked to gain-oriented 

activities. Or rather our perceived dependency on their outcomes. 

 

Is it overtasking? Or our reaction to it? 

A tremendous amount of our mental energy is wasted on spirals of underlying worries, 

controlling thoughts, reactions to people and undesired scenarios. E.g. it is not the 

stream of incoming emails that overwhelms us, but numerous destructive emotions that 

go unchecked with it: the fear of missing important emails/demonstrating 

incompetence/getting fired, anger followed by depression due to an inability to cope, 

clinging to money, a good position, etc. If neglected and stockpiled, these emotional 

undercurrents may lead to stress, anxiety and burnout.  

 

However, the tasks we miss, cannot deliver or do not like do not have to drain our energy. 

It is us who turn these neutral actions into energy black holes. Or rather they are caused 

by the habitual responses of our mind we have left unchecked. 

 

The state for effective time-management 

Our inability to adequately respond to overtasking is also largely caused by unchecked 

emotions. We cannot say “no”, properly prioritize, establish scope boundaries or 

delegate.    
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Destructive emotions interfere with our ability to define an acceptable and effective 

workload. Our choice of tasks, tools, interactions with people, any external logistics are 

compromised by obvious emotions and underlying motivations. 

 

Caring for our state of mind may, indeed, 

seem an excessive burden which our busy 

schedules cannot accommodate. However, 

it may offer the answers we seek to 

prioritize and manage our workload sensibly. 
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Procrastination: from “safe mode” to successful reboot 

Why do we procrastinate? Why do we delay 

seemingly important tasks in favor of seemingly 

unimportant ones? The main cause 4 of 

procrastination is our “inability to manage 

negative moods around a task.” Or any moods, 

for that matter. 

 

The sword of Damocles 

It is usually a mutually amplifying combination of an existing emotional background (that 

is not directly connected to the task) and task-specific agitations. Unpleasant 

experiences which we wish to avoid trigger destructive emotions: fear, frustration, etc. 

We try to avoid the labor it may involve, undesirable or unknown task outcomes, 

interactions with people we do not like, or simply wasting our time doing something we 

are not motivated to… Mutual peer contagion within a similarly agitated group may 

contribute too. 

 

We unintentionally allow destructive emotions to creep in and impact our willingness to 

deliver the task. The emotions that consume as much if not more resources than the 

task delivery would. Hence, the reluctance to take on the job. 

 

Seemingly irrational “laziness” is a necessary “safe mode” 

Escalating stress, anxiety about the task and the fact we postpone it consume a 

considerable amount of energy. Sometimes the loop of emotional pressure makes us so 

tired we avoid doing anything at all. Naturally, we try to distract our minds from the issue 

to lessen the emotional drain and change of vitals that goes with it. We indulge in basic 

and seemingly useless activities. These “irrational” choices are our attempts to get at 

least a temporary emotional relief. Sometimes they do help reduce our emotional 

resistance and recharge so we can eventually proceed with the undesired task. However, 

such quick-fixes are leaving the internal causes of emotions intact. 
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Mindful procrastination 

Mindful procrastination may actually be quite beneficial: if we do consider our state of 

mind and make educated choices.  Why beat a dead horse if we can clear the destructive 

emotions, let the horse breathe again and organically become enthusiastic? Share the 

abundance of energy, not steal the emergency ration. 

 

Tackling destructive emotions effectively requires quite a bit of homework though… A 

holistic, long-term personal change. Otherwise, procrastination remains in external 

“time-management” domain… Something, even minor agitation downplays effortlessly. 

 

 

Mindful procrastination allows us to share

the abundance of energy, not the last bite

of emergency rations.
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Dependency on money and 

well-being 

As with any notions we have been using our whole 

lives, money and well-being get intrinsically linked 

to all kinds of emotional reactions, and 

exaggerated priorities. They get inflated and 

polarized. Eventually, a neutral exchange 

equivalent (money) may get misperceived as an 

unquestionably desirable wish-fulfillment vehicle, 

worthy of “fighting for”, or at least worrying 

about... 

There is nothing wrong with a natural wish to provide for the well-being of ourselves and 

people close to us. However, the process often gets burdened by a coinciding stream of 

non-ecological mental activity. Destructive emotions and thoughts aiming to control, 

harm or destroy everything and everyone impeding money- or any well-being-related 

wish fulfillment. The mind, under the influence of emotions, sees nothing wrong with 

non-ecological thoughts and considers them right and justifiable. If it even notices them 

at all.  

But do they help? They are an ongoing source of bias, unhealthy interactions with others, 

an energy drain and eventually an impediment to the very desires we crave for. We cling 

to prospects, worry about losing a job or client, get jealous, angry and upset for reasons 

that can be addressed and removed. Hence, instead of sweeping money or well-being 

related destructive emotions  under the rug, we can expose them to an ecological 

worldview, and prevent them from influencing our lives further.  

Emotional dependence on money and

well-being reflects obsolete views, habits

and exaggerated priorities that can be

fixed.
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Mindful crisis management 
If our minds are unwavering in the face of 

overwhelming calamities we can probably skip 

the following two pages. However, sometimes 

we are not aware of our own internal resistance 

to our endeavors. The only reflections of 

unrecognized mental obstacles we would 

witness would be the persistence of unwanted 

external events, their repetitions or unexplained 

“accidents”. 

 

Obsolete views support crisis situations 
Most crisis situations in our lives are supported (or provoked) by our own internal 

problems. Our mental grasping, non-ecological views and resulting destructive emotions 

“unintentionally” invest in losses, “accidents”, conflicts with others. Troubles we cannot 

accept cause our emotions to spiral and keep us in a vicious circle of undermining 

ourselves. Unless we find the strength to balance our state of mind despite the 

unresolved problem. 

 

Pyrrhic victory 
Ignoring our compromised state of mind and enforcing external-only solutions normally 

leads to less desirable outcomes. Or short-lived ones. A mindful and holistic approach to 

resolving crisis implies handling both external and internal issues.  

 

A scale of the external crisis may reflect the scope of internal issues 
The bigger the event, the larger the scale of our otherwise latent internal issues that may 

get triggered. The deeper and stronger the obsolete views and habits that hijack our 

state of mind. The types of issues that cannot be easily tackled by a 15-minute 

meditation or a visit to a gym. A solution may take hours, days or weeks of intensive 

effort. It may even require external help. 
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A balanced state for decision-making and inspiring others 
It goes without saying that a balanced state of mind is quite helpful for both finding and 

executing a solution. Enjoying resilience to adverse circumstances, maintaining unbiased 

critical reasoning, creativity, an ability to adapt, and, naturally, inspiring others. These are 

just some of the rewards for taking responsibility and patiently addressing our internal 

issues. 

 

Taking control by accepting its loss 
It is much easier to manage the situation if we are able to accept it is not going our way. 

Let it go internally, stop grasping at outcomes, mentally forcing others to do what we 

want or punishing them for their non-compliance. Be able to accept any outcome without 

producing anger, fear, destructive emotions and non-ecological thoughts.  

 

Blaming others 
We lose otherwise productive and very much needed resources by being angry with 

people who do not do what we want, the imperfections of the situation, the unfairness of 

the world, etc. 

 

Other people can obviously influence both our external situations and emotions. But it is 

our choice whether to allow the impact to last. 

 

Blaming ourselves 
Taking responsibility does not mean blaming ourselves, hating our inabilities or “bad 

luck”. It is about stopping the problems of our own making, changing what can  be 

changed. 

 

It is much easier to prevent a crisis than resolve it 
Once the adversity of the situation and our destructive responses gain momentum, it is 

very hard to stop them. It always pays off to be mindful daily and prevent an escalation in 

its early stages. We need to tackle our destructive tendencies before they lead to 

external troubles.   
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Training resilience and ability to adapt 

 

Some of us seem to have been born with 

resilience and an ability to adapt to the most 

stressful circumstances. However, even the 

best of us eventually face crisis situations that 

trigger otherwise latent destructive emotions, 

making us lose our cool. How do we prepare 

ourselves to embrace the yet unknown 

challenges? 

 

Resilience, an ability to adapt, as well as other Emotional Intelligence competencies, can 

be trained. In fact, they are organic outcomes of an established (actually functional) 

ecological worldview and emotional regulation routines. Basically, if there are no 

unresolved internal issues to give rise to destructive emotions, or if there are -- we know 

how to handle them. 

 

Hence (surprise!), it is about personal holistic change, exercised regularly. We train our 

“internal change muscle” so the next time the mind hits the wall of a  “no way out” 

situation, its reflex is to cease destructive activity, not to amplify it. Thus, improving our 

ratio of bounce-back vs. life-knocks-us-down situations. 

 

Training resilience and our ability to adapt 

is about reducing the number of hot

buttons that can undermine these skills, 

continuously regulating our emotions.
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Creativity and  flow 

Outside the box thinking comes much 

easier if we are not emotionally 

dependent on “the box” contents, e.g. 

worry about outcomes or react to 

people involved. Creators’ favorite, the 

state of flow  rarely benefits from 

tunneling our thoughts into a limited 

number of passages defined by fear, 

anger or other agitations. How can we reach the state conducive to creativity? Expand 

creative inquiry beyond patterns routinely established by consciousness? Locate new 

ideas, don’t give up on the good ones and, what is no less important — be able to 

implement them? 

 

Even a brief state-of-mind check may reveal if our current way of interacting with the 

subject of inquiry is “emotionally intelligent”. A number of techniques help us overcome 

routine agitations and get there, e.g. tune-in rituals, letting the mind rest with the subject, 

external conditions, stimulants, etc. If we are still getting emotional interference, a 

time-out may be required for locating and addressing the issues: our own internal 

problems, external influences (emotional contagion, sometimes, even from indirect 

participants). 

 

Clear and uninvolved internal inquiry 
An agreeable state of mind allows us to form an emotionally uninvolved inquiry, clear of 

unwanted steering by implicit motivations. The same goes for further processing of the 

results: assessing viability, communicating the idea to others, implementing it. 

 

Intuition 
Our ability to register subtle signals related to inquiry often helps. Especially, if hard logic 

does not offer sufficient arguments. Evolved intuition and our ability to follow its signs 

are byproducts of graceful interaction with the world, deeper awareness and clear 

perception.   
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Fake news and manipulations 

 

How we do we know if we are being 

manipulated, lied to? If the information 

offered by a media or person talking to us 

is “fake news”? The last mile of any 

information is human perception. If our 

minds are not clouded by active biases it 

is easier to reveal inauthenticity. 

However, there is no quick-fix. It takes 

becoming authentic to read if another 

person isn’t. 

 

Perception prism  
Revealing the truth is much more realistic if the listener (news reader, person being 

manipulated) is not emotionally involved. Otherwise, their destructive mental activity 

switches on a biased perception that lets even clear clues of a lie go unnoticed. It’s like 

being in urgent romantic pursuit of a person and thus turning a blind eye to any 

contradictions just to get them. This is how shady media outlets, trolls and fraudsters 

play on our fears, anger, greed or intolerance to get us where they want to. 

 

A critical component is a perception that is not influenced by our interests or internal 

issues. If we lack such an unskewed mirror we interpret information by a mind clouded by 

emotions. To make matters worse, we are frequently not aware of issues that covertly 

deform the way we see things. 

 

Correct interpretation 
Our ability to reveal deception is largely based on almost intangible feelings associated 

with arguments and the “facts” in question. We probe information internally — how does 

it feel? Are the “facts” accompanied and obscured by our agitation, emotional pressure? 

Or can we step aside and assess the facts and logic with a clear head? 
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Avoid rushing to conclusions. Allow time for the dust to settle… Step back from the 

situation for a while — until clarity arrives and we can assess the information and reason 

without self-deception. 

 

Becoming authentic 
We cannot be counter-intuitive 24/7, and then suddenly suppress internal issues and 

emotions to benefit from clear perception at will. Getting to recognize the voice of our 

intuition takes time and effort. Clearing the clouds of agitated mental activity, 

continuously reverting to peace of mind.  

 

 
 

It takes becoming authentic to tell if 

another person isn’t. 
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Myth of fear 

We normally try to function despite  our fears 

and anxieties, to “overcome” them. Basically, 

ignoring the fact that fears arise, keeping 

ourselves busy to distract our minds from 

thinking about them, suppressing them with 

alcohol, medication, etc. However, unresolved 

fears drain our energy, cloud reasoning, 

paralyze our actions and influence others, 

contribute to stress, sleeping disorders, and, 

eventually, health issues.  

 

Having primeval instincts do their momentary “fight or flight” thing is natural and is out of 

our control. However, letting our minds and emotions fight the imaginary foe for hours or 

weeks seems like a poor investment. The good thing is we are conveniently alerted of 

this underlying mental activity — we feel the discomfort, even physical pain. So we can 

stop this destructive activity by addressing the obsolete views and habits that cause it. 

 

Tackling fear 

Let’s take a closer look at this artificially created stream of mental activity.  It is normally 

aimed at unwanted events in the future, at the future in general, all real and imaginary 

causes of such events, the time, other people, ourselves and the “unsatisfactory” world. 

Events may be real or imaginary. Neither, however, dictates our fearful responses. Our 

minds are perfectly capable of doing this on their own. 

 

Each specific fear is usually rooted in our dependencies, attachments, accumulated 

reactions, memories of traumas, obsolete views, etc. Sometimes, it is supported by 

larger fears and issues, seemingly latent, not obvious at the moment. E.g. a fear of losing 

a job may have a dependence on well-being, clinging to money or ability to “provide” as a 

basis. Fear of loneliness — dependence on relationships, attachment to a beloved 

person.  
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Multiple issues and coinciding destructive emotions may get triggered in each specific 

situation. Hence, it may take a while to deconstruct and recognize the key constituent 

fears and emotions. We need to process their causes, past repetitions, supporting 

stories, perception of memories until these reactions cease to arise. Eventually, after 

some practice and real-life tests our minds obtains “courage”, they can face this and 

similar scenarios without producing fear.  

 

 
 

Fears can be extinguished . Educated

choice offers us the motivation and means 

to do it. 
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Active nature of depression 

 

Despite looking seemingly “passive” (e.g. 

uninterested, unwilling to do anything), 

depression is a set of highly aggressive 

mental activities. Persistent and mutually 

magnifying destructive emotions like 

sadness, self-pity, apathy, fear, jealousy, 

envy, offense and ill will towards our 

incapable selves, the imperfection of 

others and the unfair world. A depressed 

person is drained by endless loops of 

thoughts and emotions aimed at 

countering and harming oneself and others for not having something they deem critical. 

Why do anything if it does not (or did not) lead to what we want(ed)?  

 

However, the cause of depression is  not our inability to fulfill our wishes, but our 

exaggerated  and  artificial dependency on them. E.g. clinging to money, well-being or 

romantic relationships. A state of depression is also supported by past repetitions of 

similar reactions, or the opposite extremes like anger. 

 

Untangling depression 
Untangling depression, as any aggregate state (a combination of multiple mental 
activities), means locating and stopping the production of the destructive emotions 
comprising it. The usual suspects: causes, stories, traumas, views, etc. Traditional 
attempts to divert our attention to “positive” things, entertain ourselves, physical 
activity, chemicals, etc. may work if no serious issues are involved.  
 
Let’s take a look at some of the destructive emotions contributing to depression: 

● Sadness, self-pity, apathy 

● Taking offense, feeling “unfairly” treated, jealousy and envy 

● Fear, anxiety 

● Anger, hate   
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Sadness, self-pity, apathy 
If we cannot control the outside world or subdue the attachments fuelling the attempts, 

our minds divert the impact to the ineffective instrument  — ourselves. Our 

consciousness is forced to harm ourselves if it cannot have what it desires. We are 

caught in a self-destructing process of thinking less of ourselves; attacking inept, 

unfortunate, defeated us. We pity ourselves, stop ourselves from doing what’s good for 

us, basically, punishing ourselves and others. 

 

Subduing sadness, self-pity and apathy requires updating our views of ourselves and 

addressing specific attachments pushing us to self-harm. It is also often connected to 

our dependence on “fair treatment” and expectations -- our versions, obviously. 

 

Taking offense, feeling “unfairly” treated, jealousy and envy 
The feeling of being unfairly treated by someone, or even life in general. We feel unjustly 

deprived of something we are“entitled to”, offended. Our minds attack the “unjust” 

world, “unfair” situation, everyone and everything we blame for causing it. We feel 

jealousy about not having what others do and envy that they have it. 

 

The solution requires reviewing the roots of our claims to the world, people, and 

ourselves. Clearing the past cases of offenses, jealousy or envy; also checking our 

dependence on fairness, justice, our principles and ideals. 

 

Fear, anxiety 
Our minds actively reject and try to avoid unwanted future/undesired events, not to 

participate in it, up to the level of mentally destroying it or ourselves. Our diverse fears 

contribute immensely to depressive states. Hence, all of them have to be looked into. 

 

Anger, hate 
We hate the world, the undesired situation, people and ourselves. Basically, wishing ill, 

mentally trying to harm, destroy what seems to be causing our current troubles or is not 

suffering as we do. No comment. :)   
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Personal loss and grief 

 

How do we maintain what’s available of 

our balance when we lose someone? To 

understand what is happening to us so 

the grief does not leave permanent scars 

and hurt our lives more than it has to. 

 

Even bearable pain, if persists, may 

trigger emotional response. Much more 

so the all-pervasive suffering of grief 

when we lose someone — it magnifies 

our fear of death, anxiety about the 

future, anger and blame, self-pity, 

jealousy of “the living”, just to name a 

few. 

 

The resulting experience of grief usually consists of: 

1. Natural and inevitable pain of severing ties with someone we loved and dealing 

with a different life, 

2. Artificial discomforts of our own making  caused by coinciding destructive 

emotions. 

 

Subduing self-induced reactions 
Tackling destructive emotions that coincide with a natural pain is the key to reducing the 

burden imposed on our lives, interactions with others, relationships, productivity, our 

physical and mental health. Finding strength to work with non-ecological reactions 

instead of avoiding or suppressing them, e.g. diverting our attention to “positive” things, 

suppressing emotions with external activities, being “with people”, diving into work, etc. 
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Admitting the fact we produce destructive emotions 
Recognizing and acknowledging our anger with people not being considerate enough of 

our situation, jealousy to current happiness of someone else, various fears about our 

future, of loneliness, etc., — is the important first step. Awareness of our emotions and 

thoughts throughout the day, in response to arising memories, specific situations, 

sensory triggers or even conditions revealed by dreams. 

Some of the destructive emotions frequently triggered by grief: 

● Fear of death 

● Anxiety about the future 

● Offense, feeling unfairly treated 

● Jealousy, envy 

● Anger, hate, blaming others 

● Self-blame 

● Self-pity 

● Unresolved grudges 

 

Fear of death 
We normally react to death near us as a threat to our own lives. Our minds strongly 

object to such undesired future and anything that may lead to it. The stream of mental 

activity is not limited to a biological, instinctive response. Our consciousness fights for 

the life we are attached to, unmet expectations, every wish we depend on, against every 

pain or loss dying implies. It is not just a momentary scare, but a lasting and strong 

emotional undercurrent. 

 

Despite its powerful impact, the fear of death is no different to any other destructive 

mental activity — it ceases once its causes and habitual repetitions within a given 

context are dealt with. 
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Anxiety about the future 
It is based on multiple fears about a different, unknown, undesired life. Fear of loneliness, 

missing all the things we will not have without the person we lost, of living without being 

able to talk to the person, etc. Our minds actively reject, try to avoid such a future, not to 

participate in it, or even mentally destroy it.  

 

We have to fully accept the change, a new future and our position in it, tackle all fears and 

connected dependencies, e.g. dependence on relationships, comfort, well-being. 

 

Offense, feeling unfairly treated 
The feeling of being unfairly treated by life that has “taken” someone from us, “deprived” 

us of related things we feel entitled to. We have to subdue our claims and their causes, 

e.g. dependence on fairness, past cases of offenses. 

 

Jealousy and envy 
Sometimes we cannot help it but feel envious of others who seem happier, those who we 

think did not lose someone as we did. It can be situational, fleeting envy or a persistent 

jealousy of the whole world. Both reflect ill will, thoughts aiming to harm others, take 

away what they have, etc. 

 

Anger, hate, blaming others 
We hate the world, the circumstances, the changes that cause us so much pain. Our 

suffering skewes interactions with others — making us see them as causing additional 

pain. So we snap at people, easily become angry with them. 

 

Self-blame 
Another destructive extreme is blaming ourselves. For not giving enough love, not being 

there for them, not talking enough, causing trouble, etc. We continue hurting ourselves 

because of our dependence on perfection, ethics, morality, principles, etc. 

 

We cannot change the past, but we can locate and remove the causes of actions we 

regret so we do not repeat them in the future. Self-blame undermines our ability to 

change. So a part of the process is forgiving ourselves for our mistakes and 

imperfections.   
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Self-pity 
Similarly to the self-pity described in previous section about depression it is harming, 

thinking less of ourselves because of our attachment to the person, clinging to good 

things we experienced, etc. 

  

Unresolved grudges 
Memories of past offenses, things the person should have done differently, any claims 

we may still bear — may give rise to destructive emotions. Unless we process them so 

the reactions to these memories are in line with our current, ecological worldview, until 

the feelings we experience are warm feelings of love and gratitude. 

 

 

 
 

Tackling artificial discomforts of our own 

making is the key to reducing the burden 

imposed on our lives by grief.
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Emotional hygiene of sick days 

 
We can physically sense heat waves of 

anger or the exhaustive impact of 

prolonged stress on our bodies. Strong and 

persistent destructive emotions impact 

our vitals, may undermine our immune 

system and eventually contribute to health 

issues. Emotional hygiene offers the 

means to reduce the impact or even make 

it positive, — facilitate recovery, mitigate 

symptoms, prevent relapses, etc. 

 

Ailments as “safety valves” 
Our casual moderate ailments may sometimes act as “safety valves”: if we do not stop 

escalating stress voluntarily, our emotionally suppressed immune system does it for us. :) 

Sickness withdraws us from the triggering context, limits our ability to control things. 

The mind loosens its emotional grip, allowing us to recharge. A conducive time to fix 

mental issues that might have led to stress in the first place. So it does not relapse as 

soon as we get back to work or other provoking context again. 

 

A “mind-first” perspective 
Such “forced vacation” offers both time and additional “highlighting” for taking care of 

our emotional issues. The ones we can no longer ignore because of their impact on our 

daily ability to function. Even if the emotions are unrelated, we can still use the 

opportunity to work on these reactions. Make sure our future interactions with similar 

situations are ecological and stress-free. 

 

Facilitating recovery 
A balanced state of mind helps. However, to get there we now have to tackle two things: 

1. afflictions that preceded the illness, 

2. additional agitations caused by the illness itself, limitations, discomforts, etc.   
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The latter, our frustrations, annoyance with illness are caused by our usual internal 

issues. Exaggerated priorities, dependencies, etc. react to the: 

- unexpected obstacle to normal functioning, fulfilling wishes, work, planned 

activities  

- unpleasant physical issues, pains, discomforts, etc. 

 

NB: external treatment 

Taking care of destructive emotions may improve our response to traditional treatment, 

but does not exclude it (diagnostics, visiting qualified doctors, taking medicine, etc.). 

 

Prevention is the best medicine 
Stress, destructive emotions, restless thoughts, etc. are early “warning signs”. 

Preventing the unhealthy impact is usually more effective than subduing it after things 

have escalated. One more item on the list of benefits of ongoing awareness, emotional 

hygiene and addressing agitations.  

 

 
 

Sick days offer a unique opportunity to 

address both agitations that preceded the

ailment and the ones it provoked.
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Transformational travel that sticks 
 

How do we get the most out of our 

“transformational” trips and vacations? Use 

a conducive state of mind that naturally 

arises with a change of scenery, contact with 

nature or unique experiences. How do we 

combine the enjoyment of a great vacation 

and a long-term impact of internal changes it 

can help achieve, make them really stick? 

The window of a long-term opportunity 
Organic emotional relief provided by travels is usually temporary, — it quickly wears off 

as soon as we return to our normal lives. The reason is causes of our undesired states of 

mind are still there, just dormant — until retriggered when we are back home. Unless we 

make the trip an integral part  of an effective emotional education system. 

An integral part of an effective system 
Sporadic mindfulness, meditation or ayahuasca retreats rarely do miracles to our real-life 

emotional regulation abilities, sustainable happiness or “spirituality“. The effort is to be 

consistent with a holistic and well-understood transformation system. Applicable 

personal effectiveness of the system goes without saying (and usually correlates 

negatively with the exoticism of the instrument ).  

 

A reference state of mind 
Even without any targeted effort, in the absence of our ordinary life stressors, a peaceful 

and balanced state of mind arises. Maybe slightly skewed towards a positive/euphoric 

side, but still much less emotionally obscured. We can remember this state and revert to 

it later. The feeling of harmony, contentment (if not happiness), resourcefulness, joy, and 

peace of mind. A helpful future benchmark to match our usual mental states against, and 

do something about them. 
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Improved effectiveness of emotional regulation instruments 
The period of time when we have space we normally lack to address undesired emotional 

reactions and their causes. We are free (at least partially) from the generic emotional 

background skewing our normal perception. We are supported by a conducive location 

and time availability. We can make use of improved awareness, clarity of reasoning, 

ability to discern actual causes of our daily frustrations and deal with them. Make the 

most out of prescribed or selected practices: meditation, reflection, mindfulness, prayer, 

etc. Make positive changes stick. 
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Happiness as an eco-vector 

 

A feeling of happiness is one of situational 

vectors of mental ecology. An internal 

“no-harm” indicator, a sign of a lesser 

workload of destructive emotions and 

thoughts. No wonder it is often linked to 

higher resourcefulness, productivity, energy 

levels, etc. 

 

Eco-vector of choice 
If something “feels right”, it basically means the choice, activity or context involves less 

destructive mental activity. The amount of our internal “baggage” that may hinder the 

endeavor is minimal. Unsurprisingly, feeling happier about a choice usually means the 

increased potential for achieving the goal, more resources, friendlier interactions with 

others, etc.  

 

The feeling 
If we set aside the euphoric and physical pleasures parts, in a sense, the feeling is similar 

to the joy, peace of mind and relief experienced when we forgive someone, make a 

physical pain or a burden go away. The warm and fleeting experience of a difference 

between draining loops of destructive mental activity and a contentment, feeling 

replenished with unobstructed energy, affliction-free being. 

 

Wish fulfillment 
For a person governed by a non-ecological worldview and destructive habits, fulfillment 

of a wish is a short-lived and progressively inflating option of “achieving happiness”. 

Unruly consciousness is categorical in its demands of repetitions, variety, greater 

volume, etc. Thus, it increases related tensions, making us “unhappy”. Their level 

subsides less and for shorter periods of time after each subsequent satisfaction of the 

wish. Happiness “vanishes”. At a certain point, wish fulfillment may not bring anything 

except frustration. 
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There is no problem with fulfilling wishes, as long as the process and “aftertaste” are not 

infused with destructive mental activity, or asymmetrical collateral damage. 

 

Pursuit of happiness and emotional regulation 
As we gradually introduce emotional maintenance to our lives, our awareness and 

understanding of the motives behind our actions and desires improves. We peel off 

outdated artificial layers and get to know what it is we really want. We spend less time 

trying to apply someone-else’s static meaning to our lives, but continuously discover our 

own.  
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Effective Emotional Education 

How do we educate our emotions, train our minds effectively? “Effectively”, as in 

implying actual change so that destructive emotions and thoughts are no longer 

produced in the contexts processed. Find a well-understood, holistic and verifiable 

approach that can be applied based on our individual emotional proclivities, secular or 

spiritual outlook, etc? Not as a quick-fix, mere temporary emotional symptoms relief in 

controlled conditions, but as a long-term solution that withstands the test of meaningful 

real-life events. 

Mindfulness - worldview - practice  

The process of tackling specific destructive 

emotion or an undesired state of mind 

usually involves the following repetitive 

phases: 

1. We notice unwanted reaction or 
state of mind (e.g. via mindfulness), 

2. We find views, stories that provide 
no causes for the reaction 
(ecological worldview ), 

3. We train our minds, adopt new views 
and reactions until they replace the 
unwanted ones ( practice ). 

 

We may use other names or split these evolving cycles into 

different phases - they have to make sense, we have to 

understand how we progress from locating the issue to 

actually fixing it (its non-production). If the process is 

unsuccessful, where we need to look for missing or 

ineffective pieces.   
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 Let’s take a closer look at the proposed breakdown of emotional regulation cycle: 

 

Mindfulness : our awareness of arising phenomena (emotions, feelings, thoughts, 

physical signals, sensory information, incl. our perception of the “external” situation). 

Worldview : a target set of holistic ecological views, cause-and-effect links providing 

acceptable and sufficient reasons to interact with the world gracefully, e.g. discard 

destructive activity despite its “obvious” justification by the “old” views. 

 

Practice : the process of adopting ecological worldview, working with undesired 

reactions, changing them to new, harmonic ones.   
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If either of the three components is overlooked that reduces the chances of tackling 

undesired reactions successfully: 

●  mindfulness without an ecological worldview interprets phenomena based on 
obsolete notions and reactions (skewed perception)  

● if it lacks other practices to adopt the worldview, it simply witnesses repetitions of 
reactions that don’t change 

● if mindfulness is lacking, we are flying blind, keeping ourselves busy solving 
non-existing problems and missing the signals of actual issues 

Learning from those who embody principles advocated 

Obviously, we can learn from anyone. However, it is worth considering two things: 

1. valid reasoning (explicit meaning) 
2. implicit functional outlook inadvertently mediated by the author’s actually 

embodied views and reactions, including emotional contagion. 
 

The effectiveness of a text, video, in-person session or guided meditation is much higher 

if these are offered by individuals who have reached the non-production of destructive 

emotions for the contexts they offer help with. If, on the contrary, the individual reacts to 

problems with agitation — their message may mediate their actual implicit outlook, not 

the explicit theoretical meaning. Ultimately, sharing their problems, not a solution (since 

they may not really embody one).  

 

Basically, even if something sounds OK, entertains, or calms us down for a while, we have 

to stay alert and verify the long term impact outside sessions, when the usual triggers 

are involved. Especially, if it is a “miracle worker” solution that: 

● does not require much time and effort, offers quick and guaranteed results 

● does not deal with the causes/views, but only suppresses or distracts us from 
emotional symptoms 

● someone else does it for us 

● external means are sufficient – use a substance, ritual, etc. 

● “hack” approach 

● mysterious means (no understanding of how it works and fits the worldview) 

● promise of material gains, health, money, relationships, higher states, mental 
powers, etc.   
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Evolving choice of instruments 

 

It usually takes a number of attempts to find and master the tools that actually work, to 

obtain successful experiences of ceasing destructive states and the personal roadmap 

of getting there. As we reduce destructive interference, the reach and sensitiveness of 

our mindfulness increases. The tensions and destructive mental activity we could 

neglect yesterday, become palpable discomforts we can no longer ignore. As we evolve, 

so does the set of emotional regulation instruments. 

However, this also means the more “advanced” any practice is, the more prepared we are 

to become to avoid misuse and wasting time. A common pitfall of theoretic 

knowledgeability in the information era . :) 

 

“Mind hacking”, invasive shortcuts, gaming the system 

There’s no such thing as a free lunch. As 

appealing as it sounds, but the very 

principle of a "hack" opposes 

non-egoistic, ecological outcomes that 

we may expect from it. Our humble 

position is we have already been 

“hacked”. We may be acting in a “toxic” 

manner without even noticing it. The 

“hacker”, our internal egocentric 

contagion is already there. Any further 

“hacking” (as in “giving less for getting 

more”) is keeping and firming up the very principles that got us here in the first place. 
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Entertaining as they are, “mind-hacks”, exotic, invasive tools, tips and shortcuts are 

usually closer to the imitation of an activity. Do they actually fix things so they work 

outside of a retreat or a cozy sofa? Or are we fooling ourselves, settling for temporary 

relief after we escape the stressor, divert our attention or chemically suppress 

symptoms?  

 

Mind tech and biochemical hacks 
Even the most advanced technology would still 

be limited by our actual motivation to use it. One 

cannot interfere with an unknown ecosystem 

(as our consciousness still is), led by the implicit 

motivation that strengthens its egocentric 

principles, while expecting the outcomes of a 

lessened ego. Hence, invasive hacks and their 

short-term symptoms of “positive” outcomes 

normally hide long-term undesired 

consequences. As any silver bullet aimed to 

miraculously take us into compassionate, 

all-powerful consciousness or happiness (while keeping the root causes of the opposite 

behavior). 

 

How to avoid “skipping to the last

chapter”, “hacks” and other shortcuts? By

keeping an eye on the measurable

non-production of destructive emotions

as a target. Is there progress with real life

interactions when we feel most

vulnerable? 
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The process of handling destructive 

emotions 
 

What are the practical steps we can take to 

tackle undesired emotions or states of 

mind and restore balance? Let’s start by 

choosing the strongest irritant at the 

moment. It has to be dealt with first, 

otherwise, it will undermine our efforts to 

subdue lesser issues. 

 

Next step: consider the environment. 

 

 

External situation logistics 

As we register an afflicted state, it may do us good to delay interactions with an external 

situation, and other people, if possible. The emotion may not be a direct consequence of 

current events. Notwithstanding, the chances of the state increasing our bias, 

undermining decisions and actions is quite high. 

 

Obviously, modern busy schedules rarely offer sufficient time for us to jump right in and 

fully restore our balance. However, even an intention to address the issue later in the day 

helps. If we really intend to! ;) 

 

Once we get to it: a special place, seclusion and full attention are nice. However, after a 

little bit of practice, one can work on emotions while walking, traveling, doing household 

chores or even playing a game. 
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Process overview 

A goal of the process is the cessation and a consequent 

non-production of an undesired emotion/state of mind that we 

became aware of. We address the emotion and its causes so it does 

not reoccur even if the usual external triggers are present. We use 

effective personal instruments within 

mindfulness-worldview-practice cycles until balance and peace of 

mind are restored.  

Emotion regulation cycle applied to a specific emotion: 

1. Mindfulness: we notice the emotion, thoughts, and other phenomena, observe and 

recognize them so that we can work with them. 

2. Worldview update: we revise obsolete views and stories related to the emotion, 

reflect on consequences, pros, and cons of adopting an ecological worldview. 

3. Practice: we deconstruct the emotion, locate its causes and manifestations. We 

revise similar scenarios, past occurrences, cross-reference theoretical knowledge 

about the emotion with our experiences, and apply mind training instruments to 

cease its production. 

 

Working with an emotion in the context of a specific situation 
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Mindfulness 

Our mind and body are 24/7 probes into our actual views and reactions, 

whenever we choose to listen. Be it a routine state-of-mind check, a 

specifically organized meditation session, or a forced response to a discomforting state 

that we can no longer ignore.  

 

Early signs monitoring 
State-of-mind monitoring throughout the day is important for timely recognition of 

arising tensions. Stopping them from unfolding as early in the process as possible, before 

they get escalated by ruminating, trigger other emotions, amplify each other and cause 

harm. Noticing the emotion makes it easier to recognize related thoughts and intentions 

and consciously avoid feeding them. 

 

A habit of being mindful of internal phenomena starts with simple state-of-mind checks 

whenever it is possible. They do not require much time or  sitting down in a meditation 

pose or quiet seclusion. A quick focus on feelings, thoughts and body sensations is 

usually sufficient to notice deviations from our desired reference state, e.g. balanced 

and content. “Am I at peace? In a productive and resourceful state? Or is there an 

emotion, tension, discomfort, thought I cannot get rid of?” 

 

Monitoring deviations from our desired reference state    
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 We keep track of both: 

1. Internal phenomena (as direct symptoms): 

○ destructive emotions (i.e. fear, anger, jealousy, anxiety, etc.) 

○ agitation, stress, tension, a loss of a peace of mind/resourceful state 

○ restless or violent thoughts 

○ a feeling of discomfort, unexpected tiredness, physical pain, change of 

vitals, even illness 

2. External situation, especially interactions with others (as indirect signs of 

emotions we may be unaware of): 

○ disturbing, undesired external events, problems, accidents, impediments to 

wish fulfillment (especially, persistent or repetitive), 

○ conflicts, counter-action or hostility of others (especially, “for no obvious 

reason”) 

 

Acting or non-engaging? 
If the emotion or state we noticed was not a residual reaction that dissolved and ceased 

to reappear right after we recognized it, that means the internal causes are still there. 

The reaction will persist unless we allow ourselves to deal with it. 

 

Mindfulness meditation 

Is a great mind training exercise that 

both improves non-engagement, 

restraint from reacting to phenomena 

and familiarizes us with ourselves and 

our responses. However, unless the sole 

purpose of the practice is temporary 

relaxation, we have to consider a 

complete set of instruments of an 

integral system, not an estranged 

practice. 
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Refraining from adding “extras” 
One of the products of non-engaging is accepting what has arisen already: stopping the 

chain reaction of additional destructive responses to emotions we have noticed, and the 

fact that the situation has happened. Persuading oneself to be OK with what has already 

happened. Why add extra work and complicate the process? 

 

Recognizing and naming the emotion 
It may not be easy to identify the exact emotion behind restless mental activity and other 

symptoms. However, we have to put sufficient effort in to find a fitting reference name 

so that we can work with it: address the emotion, cross-reference its theoretical 

implications and our actual experiences, clearly see its connection to our stories, past 

repetitions, etc. . Find the word/phrase that resonates. Use our internal response as a 

guideline when matching the name with the state/emotion. Consider displaced signals, 

e.g. getting angry with family members because of workplace anxieties. 

 

Working with it, until it reveals itself or ceases without naming 
Our ability to recognize internal phenomena is limited, obscured by currently active 

emotions. Awareness does not penetrate deeper than current, sometimes hidden, 

destructive emotions allow. Hence, subduing currently active issues is a prerequisite for 

being able to recognize subtler, deeper levels of phenomena. 

 
Hence, if despite trying hard, we fail to recognize the state/emotion and name it, we have 

to refer to more generic states of mind/emotions that may include  the non-recognized 

one. We work with more generic issues, their causes and continue attempts to locate the 

actual problem. A little bit of progress, even if flying blind, may improve clarity of 

perception so we can finally discern the issue. 

 

Looking for hints, signs 
If our perception is skewed by a hidden emotion, we can use the perceived 

“irregularities” to reveal it. Odd thoughts that seem as if they are not even ours, 

contradict our ethical principles. Another person’s change in behavior, words, reactions, 

indirect advice or comment within an email may provide a hint or sign that would help 

locate and recognize the problem. E.g. issues with individuals of the opposite gender may 

reflect strong emotions towards a specific person of that group.   
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Worldview 

Where are we with the stories and views that have created the undesired 

reaction and may still be justifying it now? Some events may bring to light 

the obsolete parts of our worldview, stories that support destructive responses. Cultural 

and social notions that have to be revised and replaced with new, ecological ones. We 

can choose a scientific/secular, spiritual/religious or other worldview, as long as it offers 

an ecological means of interacting with this and any other situation  (a holistic 

approach). 

 

Personal system of views: a holistic application of an eco worldview 

e.g. in a context of destructive reactions to financial problem impacting health issues 
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Sufficient reasons 

The theory of how things might work “ecologically” has to be convincing. We have to 

obtain sufficient reasons to support our further efforts to change and overcome 

moments of doubt. We reflect on the pros and cons of applying an eco-worldview vs. not 

applying it. What would our reactions be like? How do we want and not want to feel? How 

would our interactions with others and our lives change?  

 

Resistance of old habits 
If eco views that make sense when we are content, but a moment later suddenly become 

irrelevant and inapplicable then an extra effort or “leap of faith” may be required to 

overcome the resistance of old views and triggered habits. The usual signs are 

categorical denial or a sharp emotional response -- even thoughts of using “eco” views to 

handle current situation are, basically, intolerable. 

 

Holistic, all-encompassing 
Partially ecological is non-ecological. If we leave out a toxic component it will influence 

and eventually contaminate the whole system of views. Similarly, we cannot really 

change a single story without addressing the whole system of closely interlinked views 

that support it.   

 

Functional 
Once we find a suitable model of how things work and theoretically agree to it, we can 

start using it to reframe our stories and provide a basis for new, graceful interactions. 

The purpose is to make theoretical views functional, actually used in daily interactions, 

embodied.  

 

Hence, the next step is to process the current issue using eco views until our perception 

of the situation and reactions change: the undesired reaction no longer arises, giving way 

to an ecological response, e.g. a compassionate one.   
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Practice 

 
We learn more about the state, compare eco-theory with actual 

experiences, apply new views to reframe the way we see the current and past situations, 

train our minds to change reactions.  

 

Deconstructing current and past cases 
We break down and research the state, locate causes, past repetitions of the emotion in 

similar scenarios, consequences and a means to handle: 

● we renew our understanding of the emotion in general: the meaning of its name, 

what mental activities constitute it, it’s vector, who does it target and with what 

intention, why is it “destructive”, what are its usual causes?  

● we cross-reference theoretic knowledge about the emotion with our actual 

experiences 

● locate its internal causes in the current situation, e.g. attachment, dependency, 

exaggerated desire, obsolete notions, habits of reacting, etc. 

● remind ourselves of its past cases, locate repetitive patterns, similarities with the 

current situation 

● how it feels? In general and specifically when the current  situation participants or 

events are in focus 

● what are the consequences, undesired states of mind, experiences, and external 

complications? What damage: 

○ has already been caused in the past 

○ in the current situation 

○ and can be caused in the future? 

● why and how to get rid of it? How would specific instruments, practices, 

worldview, etc. help? 
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We are making sure our further mind training exercises are precisely targeted and 

address the full scope of changes required. At least the reachable layer highlighted by 

the current symptoms.  

 

If the situation, direction of effort or choice of instruments are still unclear, we may 

benefit from the help or experience of someone who has resolved the issue. 

 

Reframing reactions 
We can now make an educated and well-reasoned choice to replace destructive 

emotions, states of mind, “bad” thoughts with constructive, positive, compassionate 

ones. Work with the situation, mentally re-live it on the basis of eco views: revise all 

interactions, words, deeds, emotions, feelings, relationships, perceptions, etc. Reframe 

our reactions in the current situation and all similar situations in the past we can 

remember. Until our focus on the current or any past situation and its participants no 

longer brings out destructive responses, but a warm and content feeling, peace of mind, 

joy and gratitude. 

 

Rewiring past responses 

Our memory keeps record of how we perceived past events, people, 

and reacted to them on the basis of our views and habits at the time. 

The mind uses past data to simplify and automate things (like driving a 

car). However, it also makes our current situation perception and 

responses pretty much a replica of the past ones. Unless we look at 

past experiences from a new, eco perspective and rewire them to a 

new interpretation and constructive responses. 

 

Mind training instruments 

We can use analytical meditation, prayers, affirmations, or other instruments as per 

approach and worldview of our choice. Process specific reaction or its causes “vertically” 

through all instances, e.g. all cases of fear, anger or jealousy. Repeatedly apply eco views 

until they sink in, e.g. equality of people, non-violence. Practice, cultivate ecological, 

constructive responses, e.g. gratitude, compassion, patience. 
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Responses to specific people, roles or groups  

Quite frequently, a specific person is involved in multiple triggering, traumatic situations. 

It can also be a certain role (a colleague, boss, spouse), or a group of people (men, 

women, specific race, profession). We revise all cases with their direct or indirect 

participation when the emotions were produced. 

 

No stone unturned 

As painful as it maybe to disturb our sometimes traumatic experiences, but if an 

occurence of the destructive emotion is left unprocessed (i.e. still provokes an emotional 

response) it may compromise future interactions. 

 

Time and effort 

The expected workload is quite substantial — we are often dealing with hundreds of 

thousands of past repetitions. Hence, a comparative effort to establish stronger 

connections to overrule them may be required. 

 

Implicit motivation check 

The goal of the exercise is a change of our reactions, not bending the world so reactions 

are put on standby. 
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Daily emotional hygiene 

 

Emotional hygiene helps us maintain balance, 

prevent afflictions from maturing, stockpiling and 

causing major interference. Basic routines like 

morning tune-in rituals, monitoring and emotional 

regulation micro-practices throughout the day, 

unwinding before sleep, -- keep our emotions in 

check, do not let our minds wander and indulge in 

destructive states too much. 

 

Morning state-of-mind check 
Are we in shape for a productive day? How do we feel? It does not have to be a dedicated 

mindfulness session. A glimpse inside during morning coffee, headlines scrolling, a jog or 

a commute may help recognize destructive states early and prevent them from 

interfering with our day. Even if we do not have time to address it fully, the very fact of 

recognizing the state improves our awareness of related bias and resistance to acting on 

it.  

 

Dreams inventory 
Sometimes we can remember our dreams after waking up. Vividly and fully, or just 

partially and indistinctly. Residuals of emotions we experienced during the dream may 

still be with us. The opportunity here is to reach the causes of the emotions revealed by 

the dream “simulation”. Dream scenario may be totally unrealistic. But the emotions are 

ours, produced by our inclinations. It is our choice whether to let the causes remain and 

wait to be triggered by real-life events or address them. 

 

Maintaining balance during the day 
We monitor our state before, during and after daily interactions. Use “on-demand” 

micro-practices to restore our balance, like observing our breath, taking a break, 

mentally stepping away from a triggering context, etc.    
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Digital, not face-to-face communications usually provide an agreeable gap for a 

response we can use for brief introspection and response fine-tuning. 

 

Unwinding before sleep 
Healthy sleep rarely benefits from agitation and restless mental activity. An effort to 

subdue our untimely anxieties may be required before we go to bed. Sometimes, the 

scope of the issue may require more than one evening to tackle.  

 

Quick-fixing sleep disorders by distracting or drugging the mind may offer temporary 

relief, but the effect usually wears off if the root problem is not addressed. Guided 

meditation mobile apps may act both ways: support emotional regulation, remind us 

about eco-views, or just temporarily switch our attention to soothing sounds or an 

attractive voice. It is worth considering not only the words of the narrative, but an 

implicit, actually embodied outlook inadvertently mediated by the narrator. 
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Eco-worldview as second language 

 

New habits and an ecological worldview 

cannot be adopted “the night before an 

exam”. Like a foreign language, they may 

take years of study and practice to become 

functional.  

 

The palpable route 
Everyone’s personal route, challenges, 

instruments, and milestones are different.  

However, our guiding lights are always with us: feelings, emotions, the vectors of our 

thoughts, the responses of other people, etc. Any “meaning in life” or a lack of it, 

argument or dogma can be cross-checked using these indicators of ecology. We are fully 

equipped to make the newly adopted (or forgotten) eco-language a native tongue.   
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Mobile app coming soon 

It will support the application of this book, provide 

actionable steps and daily emotional regulation 

guidance. Personalized means of emotional 

hygiene, eco-worldview adoption, handling of 

emotional issues and challenges. 

 

Follow our updates on a website and social pages: 

https://effectiveemotionaleducation.com  
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Disclaimer 

 

The information contained in this book (“the Book”) is for general information purposes 

only. If you think you may be suffering from any medical conditions consult professional 

healthcare providers. 

 

The author assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents of the Book, 

any misuse of the Book content, any issues resulting out of the Book content, terms and 

concepts usage or interpretation. 

 

In no event shall the author be liable for any special, direct, indirect, consequential, or 

incidental damages or any damages whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, 

negligence or other tort, arising out of or in connection with the use of the Book or the 

contents of the Book. 

 

Thank you. 
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